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Dancing with Dice
What you need:
- Big clear space at your home
- Big dancer (grown up) to supervise
- One dice/ two dice OR make your
own number cards
- Sheet of paper and pen/pencil
- Your favourite music
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Dancing with Dice
1st Game is similar to musical statues but one person rolls a dice or
chooses a numbered card and that is how many body parts are allowed
to touch the foor - can take turns with who rolls the dice. Be creative
with your poses for example:
1: one foot - can you do something interesting with the rest of your
body?
2: two feet/one hand and same foot/one hand opposite foot
3: two feet and one hand/two hands and one foot/knee, a foot and a
hand
When the numbers get bigger you can think of fngers and toes as
separate.
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Dancing with Dice
2nd Game
Pick a move for each number i.e
1: balance
2: wave
3: jump
4: turn
5: punch
6: hop
Roll the dice and whatever number it lands on that is the move you have to
do - be creative and think about all the diferent ways you can do each
move.
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Dancing with Dice
3rd Game
Use the dice to put the moves into a sequence/routine. Roll the dice and this is your starting
move, then continue to roll the dice to build up a routine. It can be as long or as short as you
like. You can repeat moves or choose to roll the dice again to get a diferent number (move).
You can decide how many or how long you do each move for, for example 8 beats.
Balance and hold for 8 beats
Jump (in various ways) 8 beats
Punch 8 beats
Turn 8 beats
Wave 8 beats
Hop 8 beats
The number of beats can be longer or shorter - you decide!
Have fun!!!
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